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Altman Outdoor Par

63

Outdoor-PAR64:
This fixture is designed for portable or permanent outdoor installations in wet applications for use
with up to 1000 watt PAR64 sealed beam lamps. Cast aluminum housing with a stainless steel
lens holder has gaskets to insure a water-tight seal. On the rear is an aluminum handle to aid in
focusing. Wiring leads are 24’ long of sunlight resistant, waterproof high-temp cable (no plug). Includes mogul end prong lamp socket inside and a 36” safety cable. Optional snoot/color frame
holder is available in 8” or 1” length (for use with wide lamps) to control spill light, and to hold an
included 10” x 10” color frame or other accessory. UL and cUL listed for 1000 watts and IP65 for
wet locations. Not suitable for underwater use. Available in custom colors for architectural use.
Oct 1 2019

Outdoor-PAR64 is discontinued, but accessories are still available $ Disc.

Outdoor-PAR64, OD-600-A StarPar, and
ODC-A Outdoor CDM StarPar

OD-600-A Outdoor StarPAR:
This fixture is the Outdoor PAR64 fitted with the reflector, lamp socket, and lenses of the
StarPAR. Cast aluminum housing with a stainless steel lens holder have gaskets to insure a water-tight seal. On the rear is an aluminum handle to aid in focusing. Wiring leads are 24’ long of
sunlight resistant, waterproof high-temp cable (no plug). Optional snoot/color frame holder is
available in 8” or 1” length (for use with wide lamps) to control spill light, and to hold an included
10” x 10” color frame or other accessory. UL and cUL listed for 750 watts and IP65 for wet locations. Not suitable for underwater use. Available in custom colors for architectural use. Includes
set of 4 lenses (VNSP, NSP, MFL, WFL) and safety cable. Choice of socket type for HPL or G9.5
base lamps for same price.
OD-600-A-G95
OD-600-A-HPL
GLC
GLD
HPL575
HPL750
18-0114

Outdoor-StarPAR, 750 watt, black color, with G9.5 socket ............. $ 532.00
Outdoor-StarPAR, 750 watt, black color, with HPL socket .............. $ 532.00
Lamp for OD-600-A-G95, 575 watts, 3200K, 400 hr, 115 volt......... $
18.95
Lamp for OD-600-A-G95, 750 watts, 3200K, 300 hr, 115 volt......... $
18.95
Lamp for OD-600-A-HPL, 575 watts, 3250K, 300 hr, 115 volt......... $
19.00
Lamp for OD-600-A-HPL, 750 watts, 3250K, 300 hr, 115 volt......... $
19.00
Very wide flood spread lens, 53 x 53 degree beam......................... $
12.80

Outdoor-PARs with 8” snoot

Links to Altman PDF catalog pages:

ODC-A- Outdoor StarPAR for CDM lamps:

Outdoor PAR64

This fixture is the Outdoor StarPar with a ballast and lamp socket for using CDM lamps. Lamps
have 3000K color temp. and 12,000 hour life. Includes set of 4 lenses (VNSP, NSP, MFL, WFL,
safety cable, and 24” cord (no plug). UL and cUL listed for 150 watts and IP65 for wet locations.
Not suitable for underwater use. Available in custom colors for architectural use. Choice of 39,
70, or 150 watt CDM lamp at same price.
Oct 1 2019

Outdoor-StarPAR CDM is discontinued, but accessories are still
available........................................................................................... $ Disc.

OD-600-A Outdoor StarPar
ODC-A Outdoor CDM StarPar
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14-3/4"

Accessories for Outdoor PARs:
8-CFB
SC-36-BK
510-HD
OD-P64-SN

Color frame, black 10” x 10”, included with OD model snoots......... $
Safety cable, 36” black, included ..................................................... $
Heavy duty malleable iron pipe clamp ............................................. $
Combo black snoot/color frame holder, 6-3/4” long with 10” x 10”
color frame....................................................................................... $
ODC-SN-Short Combo black snoot/color frame holder, 1” long with 10” x 10” color
frame................................................................................................ $
ODP64SNSpark Combo black perforated (sparkle effect) snoot/color frame holder
with 10” x 10” color frame ................................................................ $
Installed male 20A stage pin plug.................................................... $
Installed male 15A Edison plug ....................................................... $
Installed male 20A Twist-lock plug .................................................. $
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